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Townies share the jokes 
and gags that help them 

break the ice with patients

The conversation, taken from one of Dentaltown’s  
busiest message boards, begins on the next page. 
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We say the same intros, jokes, treatment plan presentation, etc., with patients all day, every 
day. It’s almost like a performance. Interested to hear the jokes you guys routinely say to different 
situations with patients/staff. One that always gets a laugh is when patients ask me, “How much 
X will cost?” I tell them, “I only give good news. Someone else will give the bad news.” n

When the anesthetic is kicking in, I start asking the patient, “Is your tongue feeling numb?”
“Yes.”
“Is your lip feeling numb?”
“Yes.” 
“How about your left hand?”
The patient actually checked his hand. n

I generally announce the gender of a tooth when I extract it. n

When I’m waiting for the anesthesia to kick in, I say, “We’re going to let that marinate for a 
bit.” I don’t think it’s really funny, but patients think it’s hilarious.

When an extraction is taking a long time: “You must be really nice. This tooth does not 
want to leave you.”

For Saturday patients: “I know this appointment is the highlight of your weekend, but what 
else do you have going on today?” n

When working on a patient, my assistant will say (to the patient), “You are doing great.”
Sometimes I simply say, “Thanks,” and we get a good laugh. n

Along those same lines, patient asks if it will hurt before an injection: “Well, sometimes I get 
a little cramp in my thumb, but not bad. Thanks for asking.” n

When they ask how long a filling or a crown will last:
“If we put it in a drawer somewhere, it will last forever. Put it in the mouth, it will last a few 

years if you are lucky.” n

Some of the ones I use: “As long as you use the right end of the toothbrush correctly, your 
work should last a while.”

If someone cracks up at one of my lines I say, “Thank you, I’m here all week!” n
 

What Are Some Good Jokes with Patients?
Check out these chairside comedians
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If someone inadvertently bites my finger, I say, “First one’s free—next time, I bite back.”

When they complain about the taste of the anesthetic, I make sure to say, “ I know it tastes 
bad, but at least it doesn’t have any calories or cholesterol, and it’s sugar-free.” 

If they say, “Wow, my nose is numb,” I usually reply, “Now’s the time to pick it.”

Anytime I do an exam and I pull food out from between the teeth, I hold it up and make a 
guess as to what it is. Patients are impressed and disgusted at the same time. If it’s a kid, I’ll say, 
“I’m gonna put it back so you can have that snack for later.” n

When someone bites my finger, my usual response is, “Please don’t bite them off—I kind of 
need them for work to finish my day!” 

After fluoride varnish I say, “Now, you can’t eat or drink anything for three days.” (The 
wide-open eyes usually compensate for the bad taste of the varnish.) Then I say, “Just kidding. 
It’s just 30 minutes.” n

 If they have great mouths I say, “Your mouth is too good. I can’t make any money. I want 
you to stop brushing and drink more Mountain Dew. Hopefully we can get some cavities by the 
time you come back.” n

Funny.
When doc comes in to check hygiene when a patient is like that, I’ll say, “We have a dentally 

boring patient.” n

Especially with kids, I usually tell them when we’re done that the numbing will wear off in 
a year or two. Takes them a second and then they usually bust a good laugh. n

When doing some semiheroic work (often restoring a large fractured incisal edge), I volun-
teer that “this has my 5/50 guarantee.” And then, after a few moments of silence waiting for 
them to ask what that means: 

“Oh, you know—five seconds or 50 feet out the front door, whichever comes first!”  n

For anterior anesthesia I usually tell them, “If you want to get your nose pierced, right after 
this appointment would be a great time.” n

When I’m able to roll a tooth out fairly quickly on scared patients, they often comment, 
“Wow, you are really fast!” I generally say, “That is what my girlfriend says!” n

Right before I put the Isolite in, I tell my patients it’s kind of like the dentist’s version of 
waterboarding. n
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“Your comfort is very important to me. If anything hurts or you feel like you’re drowning, 
just count to 100 and let me know straight away. Just kidding! Count to 20.” n 

Just a few ...
For nervous patients:
I’ll quickly grab my forehead, lean over and say, “Oh, my!” They usually always ask what’s 

wrong, to which I reply, “I should never have had that second glass of wine before you got here.”

Questions about anesthesia:
“When will this wear off?”
“I don’t know. [Look at watch.] What day is it?”
“My nose feels like it’s running.”
“Ah, don’t worry about it. If it gets too bad, we’ll get a little suction up in there.”

Question about retirement?
“So, doc, when do you think you’ll be retiring?”
I’ll come in from the sides, with mirror and explorer shaking in my hands, and say, “If you 

ever see me coming at you like this, you’ll know it’s time.” n

If the patient asks, “How will I know I’m not numb?” I reply, “Take your fingernail and jam 
it real hard into the gum next to the tooth we worked on. If it hurts, you’re not numb!”

“How long till I can eat?” “Not until tomorrow.” 

This is funniest when you are serious and hold your laugh for a couple of seconds:
“Doc, how much is this gonna hurt?” “I’m not sure, so once we’re all done, be sure to let me 

know how it went.” n

I had a woman ask, “Do you hurt?”
I replied, “Not too bad, thanks—just a bit of backache, but that goes with the job.” n

When patients are apprehensive or have questions about the procedure, I’ll explain it and 
then I usually quip, “Surprises are fun, just not at the dentist!” n

I say, “If you need anything or anything is uncomfortable during the procedure, just raise 
your left hand.” My assistant then says, “We’ll give you a high-five!” Cracks me up every time. n

After placing the alginate in the maxillary tray and seating it, I say, “This will firm up in 
a minute. We open at eight o’clock in the morning; come back then and we’ll take it out.” (Be 
careful with this one! One of my elderly ladies took it to heart and started crying.)

Patient: “Sorry, but I haven’t had a chance to brush my teeth yet.”
Me: “It’s OK. I haven’t had a chance to wash my hands today, either.”
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Patient: “Is this gonna be a tough one to get out?”
Me: “Don’t know, but penicillin and stiches will cure most anything I do.”

Patient: “Have you done this before?”
Me: “Don’t worry, my assistant has the instruction book and she’s really 

good at turning the pages.”

Patient: “Wow, I didn’t feel a thing!”
Me: “That’s what she said.”

Patient called the office about four hours after a dental appointment and 
asked, “Can I take out this cotton roll now?”

“How long has it been in?” I asked. 
“About 5 hours, I guess.”
“Yeah, I think it’s safe to take it out now,” I said. 
I have more, but my dementia has kicked in, so I’ll finish later. n

After I finish a procedure quickly, patients often 
ask, “You’re done a lready?” I respond, “Yeah, I I 
may not be good ... but I’m fast.”

Patient says, “Wow, I feel numb already.”
I ask, “Yeah, but how does the tooth feel?”

Patient, after tasting anesthetic, says, “Yuck!” 
I say, “It comes in two flavors: bad and worse.”

After giving a mental block, look concerned, take a piece of gauze and place 
it under the patient’s chin and have them hold it, ask assistant to get a Band-Aid, 
then leave the room. n

I usually run on time. When I do run behind, it really 
stresses me out. What stresses me out even more is when 
a patient doesn’t accept my apology for running late and 
makes some snide remark about having to wait. To which I reply: “Don’t worry—I 
plan to catch up on you!” Doesn’t always bring laughs, but makes me feel better. n

This is fun! When we splash someone, I say, “Sorry 
about that—you’re drip-dry, right?”

When they say they don’t like the shot, I say, “I would 
be more concerned if you did.”

When they first come in and I ask how they are doing and they say “good,” 
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I ask, “Good, or great?” They usually say “great” and I say, “See, you’re feeling better already!”

If someone does not floss much, I ask how often they wash their armpits. Then I ask why 

they’re taking better care of their armpits than their smile.

After any joke that does not get a laugh, I say: “These are as good as the jokes get, so you’d 

better start laughing.” n

When doing oral cancer checks on a new patient, I’ll move the tongue to each side with the 

gauze to look at the underside like normal. Then I move it up and down like I’m shaking hands 

and say, “Nice to meet you!” n

I tell moms sometimes that after fillings they’ll have some sensitivity and I recommend they tell 

their husbands to have them cook dinner that night because it usually helps. Always gets a laugh. n

Me: “I didn’t know your tooth was an advocate for the plumber’s union.”

Patient: “What?”

Me: “It has more cracks than a plumber’s butt!”

(I wish I said that to patients ...) n

You have to be a good judge of character and know your patients for this one, but it’s one of 

my favorites.

Female patient: “God, I hate coming to the dentist, I’d rather have a baby or Pap smear than 

do this.”

Me: “Well, then, we’re going to have to adjust the chair position.” n

When taking a triple-tray crown impression:  “OK, keep your teeth touching together just 

like that. Let me sit you up ... that’ll take a half an hour.” My assistant usually waits a few seconds 

and says, “He’s just teasing. Five minutes.”

Sometime during the procedure, I usually ask: “Are you doing OK?” When they say yes, I 

follow up with, “Having a good time?”

When I inevitably drip some water on them or have some water run down their cheek, I 

always immediately blame it on my assistant, Jen. This is all top-notch crowd-pleasing stuff. n

 

Here’s one that kids love: 

“Hey, these are some white, strong, shiny teeth. I can tell how old you are just by looking 

at your teeth. I can tell you are ... 8 years old ... and you were born on April 2. Is that correct?” 

Kids are amazed, and parents are busting up. n
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How do you get patients to laugh? 
Search: “Good Jokes”
Townies share their best zingers and comedic one-liners 
to help break the ice with patients. Do you have any jokes 
worth sharing? Let’s hear them!  Go to dentaltown.com 
and search the message boards for “Good Jokes”—this 
conversation will be the top result.
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When kids have a loose primary tooth, I tell them: “Keep playing with it until it comes out. If 

it bothers you too much, then I can always take it out for you. Just remember, when you take the 

tooth out yourself, the tooth fairy gives you money. When I take it out, the tooth fairy gives me 

the money.” Parents always get a chuckle out of that one. n
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